A Career in Science Built on
an Engineering Degree
“I tell people every chance I get just how valuable engineering is as an undergraduate degree.
For me it opened up a world of exciting options.”
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through initiation at Michigan Gamma. Unfortunately,
Second National Youth Conference on the Atom (see photo).
as a young mother living and working on the East Coast,
From these experiences and more, it became clear
I did not have the time or resources to attend. Shortly
that I was drawn to the applied side of science, so I
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DSP vastly easier to teach.
Thus, I persuaded IU to
purchase a small number
of MatLab licenses and
squirreled them away on
servers that would be difficult for anyone to discover
outside of my students.
Now, of course, MatLab is
campus-wide software at
IU. To this day I receive
appreciation from my DSP
students for being ahead of
the curve in teaching this
critical engineering material at IU.
Mother of Three
Of course, my life outside
of engineering and science
was eventful too. My first
child was born in 1968 while
I was doing acoustics research on speech development of infants (yes, he was
recorded for the study).
Six years later when I
began my dissertation, my
husband Bob and I were
told, “It will be twins”!
Now I was mother of three,
I had serious doubts that
I would finish my doctorDiane Kewley attended the Second National Youth Conference on the Atom in Chicago in
ate. Again my engineering
1960 during her senior year at Shaker Heights High School. She was one of eight students from
degree saved me as I was
Cleveland sponsored by the Cleveland Electric Co. whose chairman Ralph Besse is pictured
with her and a model of a nuclear power plant.
able to program for just 14
hours per week in a lab that
needed speech synthesis while still being the primary
Naur helped describe and standardize. The following year,
caretaker of year-old twins and a 7-year old son. It took
1966, I attended graduate school at the University of Michifour years to finish my dissertation in that lab. Many
gan in the Department of Communication Sciences that
female students have since told me that my ability to ballater became Computer Science and Engineering. After
ance career and family encouraged them to follow their
several years in research labs, I began my Ph.D. degree in
own career aspirations. In fact I became the Girl Scout
1972 in Speech Sciences from the Graduate Center of the
leader of my twins’ senior troop so that I could serve as a
City University of New York.
role model for teenage girls to pursue STEM careers.
In 1976 I came to Indiana University as a research
Two other stories about my career are directly
scientist before joining the faculty in 1987 in Speech and
related to the importance of my engineering degree. In
Hearing Sciences. In my laboratory I developed state-of1999, I co-wrote an eBook through NSF sponsorship,
the art computer facilities for controlling and analyzing
Mathematics and Physics for Speech and Hearing: A
acoustics experiments that attracted students from many
Problem Based Approach. The material was entirely
departments. I helped support and mentor more than 50
digital, including multimedia and Excel projects with
students through my over 20 federally funded grants,
C++ code that I wrote, for example to implement FFTs.
mostly from NIH and NSF. I became full professor in
In 1999 eBooks were very rare, making it nearly impos1999.
sible to find a publisher. Because this eBook was writOne of my proudest teaching achievements at Indiana
ten for an undergraduate acoustics course required by
University has been the development of a digital signal
most speech and hearing departments, we did eventuprocessing (DSP) course. Indiana University (IU) does
ally succeed. However, the publisher would not hear of
not have an engineering school (that’s Purdue’s charter).
downloading modules from the internet, but insisted on
However, by 1997 there was a great need in graduproducing the material on a CD encased in a huge plastic
ate research labs in speech, hearing, and psychology to
box to look like a book! (see http://www.amazon.com/
understand the digital input, manipulation, processing
Mathematics-Physics-Speech-Hearing-Problem-Based/
and synthesis of signals, particularly speech. In developdp/076686247X).
ing the course I discovered that MatLab would make
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My second story highlights again that
my academic heart has always been in
applied science. Through my appointment in speech and hearing I realized
that computer-based speech trainers
might assist children and adults with
speech and hearing disorders. More of a
business venture than an academic one, I
and two other professors founded Communication Disorders Technology, Inc.
(CDT) in 1989. We obtained funding from
an NSF SBIR (Small Business Innovative Research) grant to develop a speech
training aid for children with articulation
problems (e.g., a child who says “wabbit” for “rabbit”) using computer graphic
feedback in a game format. No doubt
Diane at her initiation holds the Bent mounted all those years ago by her proud
there is an app for that now, but 25 years
father. She is surrounded by, from left, daughter Juliet, son in law Christopher R.
ago this was quite groundbreaking. CDT
Reading, Virginia Beta ’00, and husband Bob.
has developed many computer-based
trainers over the years, and has just reincluding both my IU basic research on vowels and the
cently completed a system to screen for hearing loss over
more applied research at CDT.
the telephone (https://www.nationalhearingtest.org/).
Looking back over my career, I am very fortunate to
This inexpensive test could help revolutionize the ability
have felt welcomed as a woman both as an engineering
of people with hearing problems to seek help. I am proud
student and later as a colleague in pursuing applied sciof being a founding member of CDT whose goal has been
ence. Today approximately 20% of engineering students
to bring health related diagnostic and treatment options
are women—a huge improvement compared to the 0.4%
into people’s homes.
in my time. However, NSF studies indicate that women’s
interest has plateaued, and in fact too many women do
Opened a World of Options
not pursue engineering careers after school. Tau Beta Pi
By now I hope it is clear why I continued to be interested
members can stimulate girls and women to discover that
in becoming a member of Tau Beta Pi. I tell people every
engineering is as exciting and challenging a career as
chance I get just how valuable engineering is as an unmedicine. Engineering is not just an important oppordergraduate degree. For me it opened up a world of extunity for women; I believe that women engineers will
citing options that I drew on throughout my long career.
make America a better country. My enthusiastic supIn my case, my engineering degree enabled me to do
port for girls and women to pursue engineering is why
research on acoustics particularly as it applies to speech.
I was pleased to become a Tau Beta Pi member at the
In 1993 I was nominated as a Fellow of the Acoustical
same time that Tau Beta Pi installed a chapter at Indiana
Society of America and then served as the ASA’s vice
University-Purdue University Indianapolis. In becompresident. Just last year a special session was convened
ing a full member of Tau Beta Pi, I hope my stories can
at the Indianapolis meeting of the Acoustical Society to
be an inspiration for engineering students, and women
honor my research throughout my lifetime (see photo),
students in particular.

Diane is shown
5th from right
in the center
row with some
of her closest
colleagues and
the speakers at
a special session
held in her
honor during
the Acoustical Society of
America meeting
at Indianapolis in
October 2014.
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